We provide an evaluation of the currently available named entity recognition systems for Croatian. The evaluation puts special emphasis on domain dependence. To this goal, we manually annotated a dataset of approximately 1 million tokens of Croatian text from various domains within the newspaper text genre. The dataset was annotated using a three-class named entity tagset -denoting personal names, locations and organizations. We give insight to feature selection, domain sensitivity and effects of increase in training set size for statistical named entity recognition using the state-of-the-art Stanford NER system. We also sketch a comparison of publicly available named entity recognition systems for Croatian considering domain dependence, regardless of their underlying paradigms. Our top-performing system achieved an F 1 -score of 0.884 in a mixed-domain testing scenario, scoring 0.925 and 0.843 in the two domains separated for the experiment. The system shows consistency in state-of-the-art scores for detecting names of persons, locations and organizations.
Introduction and related work
Named entity recognition (NER, sometimes also NERC -named entity recognition and classification) is a subtask of information extraction and a well-established task in natural language processing (NLP). It involves detecting and classifying named entities in natural language text. A named entity is loosely defined as a phrase that clearly identifies one item from a set of other items with similar attributes. More specifically, in our interpretation, named entities are basically phrases in which natural language text and physical reality intersect. As with most information extraction tasks, defining named entity classes is goal-oriented, but it usually includes such classes as names of persons, locations and organizations (the three canonical ENAMEX classes), followed by temporal (TIMEX) and other numerical (NUMEX) expressions, such as monetary and percentage phrases. Since the usefulness of detecting, e.g., names of people and organizations in relation to certain properties of texts in which they are immersed -such as text domain, genre and topic, opinion or sentiment conveyed -was evident even in the early stages of information retrieval development, the first named entity recognition systems appeared as early as 1991 [19, 21] . Further development, especially regarding English language processing, included elaboration of the task definition and named entity classes at the MUC-6 conference [12] and the CoNLL 2003 shared task on named entity recognition [23] to the point of supporting NER through publicly available state-of-the-art systems such as Stanford NER [10] or generic sequence labeling solutions such as CRF++ [14] or CRFSuite [20] . Based on these facts, it is safe to state that detecting and classifying named entities in English text has reached a point of performance-, scalability-and integration-wise maturity.
Evaluation and adaptation of English NER systems regarding text genre and domain is also a well-elaborated and currently very active field of study in natural language processing, as domain adaptation in NLP is a very propulsive research topic in general at this specific point in time. Research highlights for NER include various approaches to semi-supervised learning and domain adaptation [9, 25] and entity recognition in non-standard text such as blog posts, newspaper article comments, Twitter posts and other user-generated content from web sources in which text standardness is not guaranteed or expected [13, 22] .
In contrast, research in advancing NER -both genre-or domain-wise and otherwise -for Slavic languages is not nearly as abundant as for English [11] . Since Croatian is a generally underresourced South Slavic language, the Croatianoriented NLP community is still dealing with basic NLP resource and tool development [26] . Ensuring public availability of NLP resources for Croatian still poses a challenge [2, 17] .
More specifically, until recently, named entity detection in Croatian texts has only been addressed by a rule-based approach using finite state transducer cascades [5, 6] . Just recently, two systems were presented that address Croatian NER by statistical approaches using sequence labeling with conditional random fields (CRF) [11, 16] . All three systems report state-of-the-art performance on their respective datasets, which differ in size, text domains and specifications of named entity classes. The rule-based system OZANA [5, 6] uses the MUC-7 specification [7] . It organizes named entities into three top-level classes or seven classes overall: [23] . OZANA and CroNER are developed and tested in the general domain of Croatian newspaper text and, therefore, they do not explicitly address the influence of dataset alterations on system performance. In contrast, the third line of research [16] does implicitly denote general domains included in the training set by stating the used sources -general, information technology, business, newspaper -but does not provide domain-dependent evaluation.
named entities (ENAMEX)
As documented, being a rule-based system, no training set or development set was used while constructing OZANA. CroNER was trained on approximately 310 000 tokens (310 kw) of unclassified Croatian newspaper text from a single source -the daily newspaper Vjesnik. The mixed-domain or domain-aware Stanford NER models were trained on a much smaller dataset of approximately 60 kw. The latter line of research also addresses some issues in linguistic preprocessing and feature selection in statistical NER, as it investigates the usefulness of lemmatization, part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging) and distributional similarity features for Croatian NER.
In this paper, we attempt to address four aspects regarding Croatian NER that were left largely unaddressed by previous research.
1. We investigate the effects of introducing domain-dependent training and testing data on statistical NER for Croatian.
2. We create a 1 million token NER-annotated corpus of Croatian by collecting and classifying newspaper text by domain, aiming at observing the effects of enlarging the training data for Croatian NER beyond the current 300 kw limit.
3. We provide a comparison of available NER systems for Croatian by conducting an empirical evaluation using domain-sensitive test sets created from our 1 Mw dataset.
4.
We make the 100 kw domain-dependent test sets available to the public, seeking to enable a more uniform approach to testing Croatian NER systems. As a side-effect, we provide this dataset for possible training of new NER systems for Croatian, improved in terms of domain adaptability.
Together with the test sets, we also make a selection of documented NER models publicly available for research purposes.
Experiment setup
In this section, we present the setup of our experiment with domain-dependent evaluation of Croatian NER systems. We define the experiment objectives and its workflow, which is divided into four experimental batches. We describe the datasets and their subdivision into training and testing samples, as well as the NER tools used in each of the experimental batches.
Objectives
Our experiment aims at investigating properties of named entity recognition in Croatian text from a viewpoint of text domain sensitivity. Keeping that in mind, we set several main objectives for the experiment:
• Table 2 provides additional insight as to the spread of the named entities in the dataset across the three ENAMEX classes. In the internal affairs domain, the entities are pretty evenly spread between the classes, with approximately 15 thousand entities per class. In text from the other domains, however, the distribution is governed by names of persons, as there are twice as much person mentions than mentions of organizations and 30% more than instances of location names. Moreover, there are interesting differences between the subdomains of the other domains test set. For example, while names of persons are predominant in sports, culture and lifestyle texts (49%, 52% and 63% of all named entities, respectively), distribution of named entities in foreign affairs texts is governed by locations (50%), in which names of organizations are also relatively more frequent than in other subdomains (29%).
The dataset was split into training and testing sets for five-fold cross-validation by random sampling and respecting the document boundaries to avoid the bias of syntactic transfer [16] .
The split was done separately for the internal affairs domain and for the other domains. Approximately 50 kw was left out for testing purposes for each of the two top domains, leaving out a test set of approximately 100 kw, evenly spread between five internal affairs samples of 10 kw each and five samples of 10 kw each for the other domains. A mixed test set of ten 10 kw samples was also created, randomly combining sentences from these two domain test sets to provide an uniform evaluation across the domains. The remaining 700 kw of internal affairs texts and 100 kw of texts from the other domains was used for training the models using Stanford NER.
It should be noted that splits or groupings of the test sets other than the internal vs. other domains could also be implemented. We chose to split the dataset in this manner mainly because of the prevailing size of the internal domains dataset and the fact that its annotation predates the annotation of the other domains dataset. Additionally, we envisioned the usage of the internal affairs models in certain real-world applications of named entity detection regarding relation discovery between Croatian political entities.
Workflow
In order to achieve the previously set research objectives, we define four interlinked batches of experiments with Croatian NER. Their workflows are exposed in the following four subsections.
Feature selection
Previous research in Croatian statistical NER [11, 16] has indicated the need for careful feature selection with the goal of achieving the state Figure 1 . Overall F 1 -scores for models trained on 300 000 tokens internal affairs training set with respect to features selected (plain, POS, MSD, with or without the use of distributional similarity features). The 95% confidence intervals are indicated by the error bars.
of the art in named entity detection. We focus on four specific sets of linguistic features: tokens, their part-of-speech annotation (POS tags) and full morphosyntactic annotation (MSD tags) and distributional similarity features (distsim). The POS and MSD annotation was provided by the CroTag tagger [1] . Lemmatization was disregarded as it was shown to introduce noise by previous research [16] . Distributional similarity features were calculated and shared freely in [16] by utilizing the clustering tool described in [8] over a 100 Mw sample of Croatian from the hrWaC corpus [15] with 400 clusters.
Since its sole purpose was to establish the optimal feature set for further experimentation, this batch of experiments was done by using only the internal affairs texts for training the models as the text from other domains was still under development at the time of conducting the batch. Eighteen 5-folded models were built in this batch, defined by a product of training set sizes and features used: (100 kw, 200 kw, 300 kw) × (plain text, POS, MSD) × (no distsim, distsim). Precision, recall and F 1 -scores were calculated for the three named entity classes and overall on all available test sets.
Domain sensitivity
For the second testing batch, the internal affairs training sets from the first batch were injected with texts from the other domains training sets and tested on all test sets. In these experiments, only the size of the training sets varies, as only the best linguistic preprocessing feature set established in the first experiment batch is used. The linguistic feature sets are addressed in the previous paragraph, i.e., the description of the first experiment batch. The training set sizes with text domain denotation were as follows: 50 kw (internal) + 50 kw (other), 100 kw (internal) + 100 kw (other) and 200 kw (internal) + 100 kw (other). The results of detection using the mixed models are compared with those of the internal-affairs-only models from the first batch that used the same feature set.
Training set enlargement
Having created a 1 Mw manually ENAMEXannotated corpus of Croatian newspaper text, in this testing batch, we implemented an experiment with increasing the amount of training data beyond the limit of approximately 300 kw from the previous two batches of our experimentation and previous research in statistical NER for Croatian [11] .
Namely, we extend the experiment from the second batch by using the abundance of annotated text from the internal affairs domain. We introduce more text to the training procedure, stepping by 100 kw: from 300 kw to 700 kw. Following the previous scheme, we introduce four new models trained on internal affairs text only (400, 500, 600 and 700 kw) and four new models trained by mixing internal affairs text with text from other domains (300 + 100 kw,. . . , 600 + 100 kw). Since text from the other domains has a size cap of 100 kw for training and since we wanted to evaluate it against the internal affairs models, the last remaining option (700 + 100) was not used in the experiment as it would be 100 kw larger than the largest internal affairs model and thus not directly comparable.
System comparison
In the final batch of experiments, we compare the top-performing model, selected within the previous three batches, with the other available NER systems for Croatian. We use our ENAMEX-annotated and domain-sensitive test sets to provide this comparison. Since the other systems were either trained on manually annotated data following other annotation schemes and using other feature sets or were otherwise designed to match other annotation schemes, this comparison might introduce a bias towards our top-performing system. However, this being to our knowledge the first such comparative evaluation of Croatian NER systems, we chose to provide it as a reference point for comparing the existing systems in terms of underlying paradigms, while separating our top-performing model. Additionally, extracting the ENAMEX categories from text is generally considered as the most important subtask of NER [19] . Thus we consider measuring the performance of all existing Croatian NER systems on these specific categories to be of major importance regardless of the underlying named entity models implemented by specific systems.
Tools
For the first three batches of experiments, we utilized the Stanford NER system for detecting named entities using sequence labeling with conditional random fields (CRF) [10] . It is a well-documented and supported state-of-the-art system ubiquitously used in today's NLP research. In the fourth batch, we compared the best model obtained by using Stanford NER on our dataset in the previous batches with other existing named entity recognizers for Croatian:
1. CroNER [11] , a named entity recognition and classification system for Croatian language based on supervised sequence labeling with conditional random fields (CRF), developed from scratch using CRFSuite [20] and a rich set of features,
As previously discussed, the systems differ with respect to the named entity models they implement. CroNER implements the MUC-7 categories and introduces the category of ethnic. Since the four systems' named entity models overlap precisely in the three-class ENAMEX model, we observe only these three classes throughout the experiment.
Other than in underlying paradigms, the systems also differ in levels of public availability. The rule-based system OZANA is not publicly available. CroNER was made available for purposes of our experiment as a web service. The 60 kw Stanford NER models of [16] were freely available online via permissive licensing at the time of conducting this experiment. To the best of our knowledge, no other Croatian NER systems existed at that point in time.
Results and discussion
In this section we provide a discussion of the results obtained in the four batches of our experiment. Figure 2 . F 1 -score learning curves for models trained on internal affairs training set with respect to features selected (plain, POS, MSD, distributional similarity) and test set used (internal affairs, other domains, all domains).
Feature selection
The results of the first experiment batch in terms of F 1 -scores achieved by Stanford NER models trained on internal affairs 300 kw training sets and tested on internal affairs and other domains test sets are given in Figure 1 with test sets, feature sets and overall scores indicated.
Overall F 1 -scores show that the top-performing models are consistently using a training set size of 300 kw, MSD features and distributional similarity (distsim) features. The highest observed F 1 -score on the internal affairs test set is, however, achieved by the model trained on unannotated text (plain) and distsim features and it amounts to 0.910. The top-performer for the other domains test set is the 300 kw MSD and distsim model with an F 1 -score of 0.686. This is also reflected in the all domains test scenario, where the same 300 kw MSD distsim system scored an overall F 1 -score of 0.797. It should be noted that the small differences between the indomain scores are not statistically significant.
Models using distributional similarity features consistently outperform the respective models without these features. The overall difference in F 1 -scores between these two groups of models increases with the complexity of the test set: from less than 1% increase for the internal affairs test set to 5% increase for the other domains test scenario which is in turn reflected in the all domains test set increase of approximately 3% in favor of the models using distributional similarity features.
Domain selection influence on overall named entity detection accuracy is substantial. F 1 -score decrease of 0.224 is observed between the best NER systems when comparing internal affairs and other domains test set. Domain dependence is also reflected by the impact of feature selection on the results across domains. While introducing additional training set data and additional features to the internal affairs models does not provide a substantial increase in F 1 -scores for internal affairs texts, the scores on other domains benefit both from increasing the training set size and from adding POS, MSD and distributional similarity features. Table 3 . Overall F 1 -scores for internal affairs system and all domains system trained on 300 000 tokens with POS and distributional similarity features.
Functional dependencies of training set sizes, selected training features and overall system performances are additionally illustrated by Figure 2 . It clearly indicates both the strength of feature selection influence and the learning rates for the internal affairs models in the two test scenarios. The groupings of learning curves also illustrate the significance of differences in the results. Moreover, the learning curves indicate that the internal affairs training set size of 300 kw is sufficient to achieve in-domain state-ofthe-art performance in comparison with other NER systems for Croatian.
Statistical significance exploration using t-tests indicates that the difference between POS and MSD models using distributional similarity features is in fact not significant in this specific fivefold cross-validation testing scenario. Respecting this fact and considering that NER models using POS and distsim features are also substantially smaller and faster to train and use, they are further observed in more detail. For the same reasons, the POS and distsim feature set is the only feature set used in the following batches of experiments. Regarding the observed absence of statistical significance of differences between the F 1 -scores of NER models using POS and MSD features, it should be noted that the POS tagging accuracy of CroTag can be estimated at 95%, while its MSD tagging accuracy with the full tagset depends on the number of outof-vocabulary word forms and peaks at approximately 85% for 20% unknown words [1, 2] . Thus the difference between models using POS and MSD would probably be more significant if the models were trained and tested using perfect tagging. However, as perfect tagging is almost never available in real-life scenarios for natural language processing systems, accuracy and speed of POS taggers paired with speed of training and using the resulting NER systems and a statistically insignificant decrease in named entity detection accuracy should be considered to be the most feasible choice, at least judging from the results presented here.
Domain sensitivity
The second batch of experiments included creating mixed-domain Stanford NER models by combining the internal affairs and the other domains training sets. As previously elaborated, with respect to training set size, the mixeddomain models are denoted as follows: the 100 kw model used 50 kw from the in-domain training set and 50 kw from the out-of-domain Table 4 . Named entity classification F 1 -scores for internal affairs system and all domains system trained on 300 000 tokens with POS and distributional similarity features. training set, 200 kw equals the 100 kw + 100 kw mix and 300 kw amounts to 200 kw of internal affairs text and 100 kw of other domains text. On all models from the second batch, POS and distributional similarity features are used.
The all domains models are compared with the respective internal affairs models. Figure 3 provides a comparison of learning curves for the two sets of models, while the top-performing internal affairs model and the top-performing all domains model are compared for overall accuracy in Table 3 and for accuracy on the three ENAMEX classes in Table 4 .
The results show that joining data from differing text domains into single named entity detection models creates more robust and less error-prone NER systems. Standard statistical tests show that the difference in accuracy between the best internal affairs model and the top-performing mixed-domain model is not significant for the internal affairs test sets, while being substantially significant -with a high F 1 -score difference of 0.178 and 0.086 -for the other domains and the all domains test sets. The top-performing mixed model still maintains the state-of-the-art accuracy of 0.899 in the internal affairs domain test scenario and 0.876 overall. Table 3 is complemented with learning curves for the two sets of models in Figure 3 . They indicate a large difference in the observed F 1 -scores. The decline in the learning curve of the mixed-domain model when advancing from 200 kw to 300 kw training samples is subject to interpretation, as it might represent saturation of the model with text from the other domains as well as a local inflection point. This observation is further investigated by enlarging the training set in the following subsection. Table 4 is a breakdown of the overall scores of the top-performing internal affairs models and all domains models into three named entity classes. The best mixed-domain model (300 kw) is significantly better at detecting personal and organizational names in the internal affairs test set than in the other domains test set -with overall difference of 0.074 and 0.108 in F 1 -scores -and to some extent also at detecting locations. This might indicate that enlarging the out-of-domain training set might improve the mixed-domain model accuracy. What was previously observed when comparing the overall F 1 -scores is decomposed in this table into three named entity classes and their respective F 1 -scores follow a similar pattern of difference between the internal affairs and the other domains data. The systems are consistently better at detecting names of people than location names and organization names. This effect is most likely due to the frequency of these entities in the training data and the data for distributional similarity modeling, as well as due to the inherently higher linguistic complexity of organizational names when compared with names of persons and locations. It should be taken into account that person tokens are most often regular in terms of capitalization while this does not hold for organization tokens.
Inspecting the differences between precision and recall in Table 3 also reveals room for improvement by introducing additional training data from other domains, as the difference between the two metrics is non-existent for the internal affairs test set and substantial (approximately 0.1) for the other domains test set. It should be noted that specific utilizations of NER systems might favor precision over recall and vice versa. (For example, OZANA, the rulebased system we use in the fourth batch, favors precision over recall.) This should be taken into account in a more elaborated system optimization and fine-tuning for specific tasks. Here, we focus mainly on optimizing F 1 -scores by increasing both precision and recall and we thus consider them to be of equal importance.
The mixed-domain system outperforms the internal affairs system on all classes but locations and organizations in the internal affairs test set, with the latter difference not being statistically significant. As with the overall results in Table 3 , the subdivision of results into the ENAMEX classes shows statistically significant differences in results in favor of the mixed-domain model in the other domains and all domains test sets. This fully supports the argument for domain-aware design of statistical NER training sets for Croatian.
Training set enlargement
In this experiment batch, we dealt with enriching the internal affairs and the all domains training sets from 300 kw to 700 kw in order to observe the overall improvements when more than doubling the training set size. Figure 4 provides two sets of learning curves: three for the internal affairs models (one curve for each of the three test sets) and three for the all domains models. The learning curves for the internal affairs models all rise steadily, but their increase is unsubstantial, as supported by the data in Table 5 . Namely, the accuracy gain for moving from the 300 kw to the 700 kw training set amounts to 0.020 and 0.014 for the internal affairs test set and the other domains test set, respectively. However, introducing new internal affairs data benefits the mixed-domain models as their increase is observed at 0.026 for the internal affairs test set when compared with the 300 kw mixed-domain model. On the other hand, they yield a statistically insignificant decrease in accuracy in the other domains test set. This is most likely due to bias introduction considering the 6:1 ratio in favor of one
Internal affairs test set Other domains test set All domains test set Model P R Table 5 . Overall F 1 -scores for internal affairs system and all domains system trained on 700 000 tokens with POS and distributional similarity features. Table 6 . Named entity classification F 1 -scores for internal affairs system and all domains system trained on 700 000 tokens with POS and distributional similarity features. Table 8 . Named entity classification F 1 -scores for system comparison.
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text domain over the other in the 700 kw mixeddomain test set. The learning curve for the all domains models in the other domains test set indicates an inflection point at 200 kw: introducing new data beyond the 200 kw (100 kw + 100 kw) dataset slowly biases the system towards the internal affairs test set, making the task of detecting named entities in text from other domains slightly more difficult. These figures should by all means be taken into account when designing statistical NER systems for Croatian and targeting a specific text domain, as we show an importance of establishing the optimal ratio in mixing data from different domains. Document weighting schemes might also be considered in future research.
Overall scores from Table 5 are further supported by the illustration in Figure 5 , which clearly indicates the positive effects of introducing other domain data into the training set across test set domains.
In terms of overall scores on the all domains test set as a single reference point for overall system accuracy, however, the 6:1 ratio mixed domain system (700 kw; 600 kw internal + 100 kw other) is the top-performing system for all three batches of our experiments with Stanford NER. Therefore, we select this system as our entry point to the fourth batch of experiments, i.e., for comparison with other existing systems for Croatian NER. Differences between precision and recall that we observed in the all domains 300 kw models in Table 3 are evened out in the 700 kw models as they are shown to be virtually non-existent by Table 5 . This might serve as another indicator of this model reaching a high point in overall accuracy. Table 6 provides the split of accuracy for the 700 kw internal affairs model and the 600 kw + 100 kw mixed-domain model on the three ENAMEX classes. The patterns observed for the 300 kw systems in the second experimental batch are maintained and follow the pattern of overall scores from Table 5 as mixed-domain model scores increase on the internal affairs test set and slightly decrease on the other domains test set in comparison to the scores in Table 4 , amounting to a slight general increase across domains. Figure 5 . Overall F 1 -scores for internal affairs system and all domains system trained on 700 000 tokens with POS and distributional similarity features. The 95% confidence intervals are indicated by the error bars.
For the fourth and final experimental batch of this research plan, we compared the performance of our best 700 kw mixed-domain Stanford NER model with other Croatian NER systems: CRF-based system CroNER, rulebased OZANA and 60 kw Stanford NER model of Ljubešić et al. (2012) . This evaluation serves not only as a comparison against our top-performing model, but to our knowledge the first uniform evaluation of the three systems on a single test set.
The overall scores -precision, recall and F 1 -score on the two domains and the joint test set -are given in Table 7 . As the training sets used for our system and test sets are derived from the same dataset, even with respecting document boundaries and randomizing the samples accordingly, introduces a positive bias of the results towards our system. Thus we present its scores in separation from the scores of the three other systems. It should also be noted that the three systems -CroNER, Ljubešić et al. (2012) and OZANA -significantly vary in training set domains and sizes and even underlying paradigms. However, as their implementations and licensing schemes prevent us from providing uniform datasets at training, we are only able to provide their black-box comparison using existing models.
As expected, our system is the top-performer of the group by a large margin on all test sets. The difference in overall F 1 -scores is maintained at at least 0.1 in all the test scenarios. Out of the three remaining systems, CroNER consistently outperforms OZANA and Ljubešić's Stanford NER model -this fact is maintained across the domains. CroNER performs the best on the internal affairs test set, with a 0.113 decrease in its F 1 -score when moving to other domains. Its precision-recall ratio remains even across domains. OZANA scores a second place in the group of existing systems. Its precision is consistently higher than recall by approximately 0.1, as it is a rule-based system that was tuned specifically for higher precision by design. Its precision is actually higher than the one of our top-performing model for the other domains test set. Its performance is significantly higher on the internal affairs test set, with a difference of approximately 0.2 in F 1 over the other domains test set. This is also due to system design, since it was developed to target Croatian text from this specific domain. We believe that fine-tuning the OZANA system by applying a set of relaxed rule cascades for increased recall, possibly even simple orthography-based rules, would further enhance its overall performance. Ljubešić's 2012 system peaks at approximately 0.75 F 1 on internal affairs and 0.55 on other domains, thus displaying the lowest performance in the group. This is due to its limited 60 kw training set size with mixed data from differing domains and sources from the Croatian web.
The overall scores are separated by ENAMEX classes in Table 8 . As expected, the system rankings are maintained. All systems perform the best in the subtask of personal name detection, followed by names of locations and finally names of organizations on all test sets. OZANA underperforms in detecting names of foreign, e.g., non-Croatian persons due to its underlying lexical resources. Namely, its foreign persons and foreign organizations lexica are of lower quality than the ones for Croatian names.
Thus it also exhibits lower accuracy in detecting foreign organizations. On the other hand, it sometimes annotates multi-word expressions as organization names even if they do not refer to specific organizations, but rather to generic entities.
Statistical systems err by falsely classifying certain occurrences of the preposition u (en. in) followed by words with uppercased first letter as names of locations, e.g., u Nedinu ili u Pamelinu (en. in Neda's or in Pamela's -names of persons, not locations) and u Gavelli (en. in Gavella -organization, not location). They also exhibit and issue with detecting entities linked by conjunctions, as they are usually of the same type and most frequently indicate names of locations. Thus, in some of the occurrences, they annotate, e.g., Federera i Nadala (en. Federer and Nadal) as names of locations instead of personal names.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this contribution, we have addressed text domain dependence of statistical named entity recognition and classification in Croatian texts. We have observed a strong preference for models trained on datasets encompassing multiple domain text, where state-of-the-art accuracy in terms of overall scores and scores on all ENAMEX categories (detecting personal names, names of locations and names of organizations) was observed in all test scenarios. We
have also provided what we believe is the first empirical comparative evaluation of the available NER systems for Croatian. Three systems were compared to our top-performing model and evaluated for overall scores and scores on the ENAMEX classes. We made a subset of the developed Stanford NER models and domainspecific datasets for testing Croatian NER publicly available for research purposes 1 .
Our future work plans include enlarging the used datasets and introducing datasets for other text genres and domains. It should be noted that our experiment addressed only issues with detecting named entities in various domains of the newspaper genre with domains collapsed into two disjoint classes. Experiments with fine-grained domain separation, genre variation and non-standard text processing have yet to be conducted for Croatian NER. Following the experience of [11] , we should attempt to utilize a wider selection of features in pair with our dataset, possibly moving from the Stanford NER platform towards a more generic sequence labeling solution such as CRF++ [14] or CRFSuite [20] . Semi-supervised learning for NER [18] seems like another feasible line of research, as well as implementing voting NER systems, keeping in mind the observed differences between systems, especially across the underlying paradigms. Domain adaptation strategies for NER in Croatian texts should be thoroughly investigated.
As a final remark, we take note of Stanford NER models for Croatian that were developed upon completion of our experiment [17] . The two systems use the three-class ENAMEX and the four-class CoNLL 2003 named entity models, respectively. The former one is trained by combining the dataset of [16] , our mixed-domain 100 kw test sets and the newly-developed 180 kw NE-annotated SETimes.HR corpus and dependency treebank of Croatian [2, 3] , amounting for an aproximately 340 kw large training set. The authors report an overall named entity recognition score of 0.899 [17] and provide the models to the general public with a very permissive licensing scheme. Along with the positive bias of our test set documented in our experiment setup, this further establishes the need for a newer and more unbiased genre-, domain-and text-standardness-aware test set to compare this newly-developed system with the systems presented in this paper to provide a more up-todate uniform comparative evaluation of Croatian NER systems.
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